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Hearing set for ex-student, convicted drug dealer

By JEREMY KAIN
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

For the last six years he has been federal pris-
soner 69816-098. but come Friday, former Wharton
student and convicted drug trafficker Alexander
Moskovits may be a free man.

Moskovits, who was granted a new trial by U.S.
District Court Judge Louis Pollack this summer,
during the summer of 1987. has been on extended leave of ab-

dom in companies that do business
with potential competitors. The run-
ing list of those companies is to be
exposed to the public after the court
hearing, scheduled for Friday.

President Michael A. Steinberg said the court
ruling makes the de-identification
process more efficient as
the information is
primarily used for
contract studies.

The court also
ruled against a
petition filed by
a group of
university
employees
who had
charged
the uni-
versity
with

insufficient

disciplinary

procedures.

The ruling
was in favor
of
the
university.

The court
ruled
that
the
university
could
continue
with
its
current
disciplinary
process.

The
university
also
announced
that
it
would
establish
a
new
faculty
advisory
committee
to
review
and
approve
all
disciplinary
proces-
s.

The
committee
will
be
made
up
of
faculty
members
and
students.

The
committee
will
meet
at
least
once
a
year.

The
committee
will
recommend
to
the
president
whether
a
faculty
member
should
be
subject
to
disciplinary
proce-
s.

If
the
president
agrees
with
the
recommendation,
the
member
will
be
subject

to
a
disciplinary
hearing.

The
hearing
will
be
conducted
by
the
president
or
a
designated
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Thanksgiving food drive begins

The Penn Volunteers in Public Service and Public Safety are sponsoring a Thanksgiving Food Drive to benefit Philadelphia-area children.

The drive started Monday and will run until November 19. Suggested donations are packaged foods and drop-off sites are Wal-Mart, Stokley, Rockleigh, and RTKL Associates Office. Donations will be delivered to the Children's Home Societies on November 22.

CAB Concerts presents

digable planets
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Get 365 smiles a year.

by BARA TAMACHI

Imagine walking down Locust Walk watching fabulous sculptures that create the atmosphere of Bruce Beaudry's building. Imagine being among the 1000 students who contribute to the success of the Beaudry Center. But just as you stroll into the Beaudry Center, you realize that there is a cool new member of the Center. Sound like a far-fetched idea? Not if the Beaudry Committee has its way.

Today, Beaudry Committee Chairperson Stephen Gale will present to the committee's annual report - which includes the suggestion to make the Beaudry Center a permanent feature of the University. Council.

"The Beaudry Center has been such a success before the Revlon Center is built," the associate regional science professor said. "We need another and more, 7pm SH-DH 106, call Kim-Ann 387-3397.

GOT A NEWS TIP? CALL 988-6585 ANYTIME.

Council to debate S. African investment

"There are many companies that use their divestment policies to benefit..." said the student body president. "But this time the trustees have the option of keeping the restrictions while the university's investments benefit every student.

Beaudry said since 1981, when the trustees reversed the decision in June, the university has not made enough progress to..." he added. "Without the restrictions, the university has had the most stringent..." he said.

"We're not in a position to pretend we're..." he said. "But we're already concerned..." he added. "The other four restrictions are also important: the matter of the administration's support of the..." he said. "The initiative is a..." he said.

Quote of the Day

"I'm happy that she made it over. I'm happy that she's there." - Nine-year-old Rick Adams, whose mother, Maggie, is a student in the Wharton Evening School.

Correction

A story in yesterday's Advance contained an error. For..." Students handling an externship..." he said. "I'm happy that she's..." he said. "Those two..." he said. "The other four restrictions are..." he added. "It's a..." he said. "They are concerned..." he said. "Our opinion..." he added. "National Museum and Van Pelt Library."
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Lesbian, gay and bisexual TAs grapple with whether to come out to their students.

Elizabeth Clement, a graduate student in history, knows first-hand the problems students can face when they are gay or lesbian in the classroom.

"I think most students at Penn are surprised by it," Clement said.

In one instance, she tried to get to class in her Women and America classic to Carriell Smith Benham's landmark work "The Female World of Love and Ritual," as many female relatives in the 19th century.

"Clement was hoping for what I would hate it," Clement said. "In a lot of situations, though, I don't feel comfortable coming out - that's why I hate it.

While Stein found most students attentive to his lecture, he said he was somewhat dismayed by their reaction - it is good history.

Stein said he feels this sentiment extends from the assumption that gay and lesbian material should not be of interest to everyone.

Moreover, students often incorrectly assume that a TA is gay if he introduces materials or coursework on homosexuality.

"Such a move can at times benefit a student," Stein said. "When I come out to class it's in the context of a discussion," Clement said. "I want to encourage students to do the same - that's why I hate it.

But Stein found most students attentive to his lecture, he said, he was somewhat dismayed by their reaction - it is good history.

Stein said he feels this sentiment extends from the assumption that gay and lesbian material should not be of interest to everyone.

Moreover, students often incorrectly assume that a TA is gay if he introduces materials or coursework on homosexuality. For a teaching assistant who must maintain some kind of power dynamic over students, coming out can be a difficult and complicated decision.

"It's important to challenge people's assumptions about their colleagues and their classes," Stein said.

"It is not nearly so difficult as introducing one's own homosexuality.

"But for many students at the University, threats and ostracism go beyond just those tangible crimes that are reported in the police each week. It remains a more on-going and pervasive some in the eyes of some students, faculty and administrators, not to mention the students.

Lehman, gay and sexual graduating students from a host of problems every day during their stay here - problems which extend until someone could state that "gay people are studying their history." said Nestler, who is also the Lambda Grad representative to University Council and GLAD.

"I don't want to encourage students to be a little more open, but it's hard not being out; that's why I hate it.

Marc Stein is writing his thesis on the history of gays and lesbians in Philadelphia.
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Penn's Way is my way...

...because "I have worked with many of the organizations that benefit and I appreciate the merit of their efforts."

Glenn Bryan, Director of Community Relations

"I am delighted to be a part of this truly great effort on behalf of the University to contribute to organizations that help to improve the quality of life for many individuals in our communities."

"I have worked with many of the organizations that benefit and I appreciate the merit of their efforts as well as their considerable financial constraints in providing services."

"Penn's support and energy for this campaign could not come at a better time to further demonstrate our commitment to strengthening our surrounding communities."

"Penn's support and energy for this campaign could not come at a better time to further demonstrate our commitment to strengthening our surrounding communities."
General Management Consulting at Towers Perrin
Strategy and organization effectiveness work with one of the 10 largest consulting firms in the world

Undergraduate Presentation and Reception:
November 10 at 7:00-9:00 p.m.
University of Pennsylvania – Faculty Club,
Rooms 1 & 2

Undergraduate On-Campus Interviews:
November 11 at 8:30-5:30 p.m.
University of Pennsylvania

Towers Perrin
ATLANTA • CALGARY • CHICAGO • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • NEW YORK • PROVIDENCE • SAN FRANCISCO • WASHINGTON, D.C.
Deeds, Not Words

If she really wants to distance herself from her predecessor, Interim President Claire Fagin must take action on the speech code now.

These days no one wants to be branded with the label of "Hacker." In fact, it may be detrimental to the words found to be taboo according to Section II of the University's Free Expression Policy (a.k.a. the "speech code") as it is stated in the criterion of the Upper Quadrangle Monday night. Interim President Fagin discussed her proposed decision on suspending the speech code.

One of the reasons she cited for taking this step was her past experience with former President Sheldon Hackney's speech code. "I don't want to be a wimp. Already, people have said that I'm not articulating my ideas, and consequently I'm not being taken seriously."

According to the President, if Fagin is not able to make any decision, especially bold ones, without offending some segment of the campus. Whether a decision is or is not regarded as "happily" or not, a true leader makes the tough call no matter what the consequences.

We commend President's Fagin's comment, but leaders do not use compassion as an excuse for inaction. It is now November 11, and time for Fagin to make her leadership and take action on her promise. Free speech is a tool to be used, not all of it is kept hidden under tape. A quick decision by Fagin will put the intermediate issue to rest, and the University can focus on ways to strengthen Penn without losing this sterilized exchange of ideas. We explore Fagin to take such a step.

As it is, looking at the tough decisions will only undermine her credibility, but the President is smart enough to intuitively give voice to her predecessor, Francis Sheldon Hackney.

The University community is on the issue, and she would make a decision in mid-October. Fagin rationalized by stating that the issue is "emotionally" and "painful" to many students on campus. She indicates that in light of the bomb threats to Dilworth House, the issue of regulating speech can not be debated intuitively.

But just don't think this is going to be done happily. I want to have a compromise, but whatever it is, it won't be considered a compromise (by either side)," she said. Fagin may want to distanciate herself from Hackney, but with statements like these she sounds exactly like him.
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Forme CIA and KGB agents discuss spy world

By JIN HWANG

Former CIA, KGB agents discuss spy world

Whether such agencies are needed

Former agents reminisce about covert operations of years past.

The CIA is not as necessary as people believe, "he said. "It's a myth that has been created to govern the world. The goal is analyzing information, but it has turned into the truth of the secret agent, an image that is striking in foreign gov-

Another one of the former agents said the Purple Heart, did classified research for several years. He was in-

The power of controlling secrets but the foreign governments also ended their secret trade from opposite sides of the Iron Curtain.

Some surprised many of the approxi-


For decades KGB and CIA agents

The CIA and the KGB are the most

Barkovsky. Victor. and Ivanovich

An incredible chance out there." he said. "It's not a question of not

"As long as governments keep some secrets secret, others on the other hand will keep secrets," he said. "If we need to advertise,
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Russian marines move into Black SEA...THLIBIL, Georgia - Russian marines have tightened their control over a strategic Black Sea port in Georgia, and started up government forces with troops and heavy equipment to take over two of the four Black Sea islands. The marines landed in the port of Poti last week after Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze sought for Russia's help against rebels loyal to ousted President Zviad Gamsakhurdia.

Russia dispatched a group of warships from the Black Sea fleet and sent the fleet commander, Adm. Eduard Balin, to Georgia. He and Shevardnadze met Monday night in the western city of Zugdidi.

In addition to troops and armor, Balin said he was also sending in two armored transport ships, one Margushian, said Balin led a contingent of troops and heavy equipment in Zugdidi. He did not say how many.

---

State

High Court rules on sexual harassment
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court strengthened workers' protection against sexual harassment yesterday, ruling unanimously that employers can be forced to pay monetary damages even when employees suffer no physical harm.

"So long as the environment would reasonably be perceived, and is perceived, as hostile or abusive, there is no need for it also to be psychologically injurious," Justice Sandra Day O'Connor wrote as the court affirmed a Texas woman's sexual harassment claim.

"It's a big win for workers," Maria Greenberger of the National Women's Law Center said today. "I don't think the court could have sent a clearer signal that employers have to take sexual harassment in the workplace seriously." Greenberger said.

That is to emphasize that "sexual harassment is just as much a violation of the law as other forms of discrimination," Greenberger said.

---

City

Man to testify for brother, years later
WASHINGTON - A spokesman for the Georgian armed forces, Soso Baltin, to Georgia. He and Shevardnadze met Monday night in the western city of Zugdidi.

A spokesman for the Georgian armed forces, Soso Baltin, said yesterday that Georgian forces would begin a pullout from Zugdidi, a western city near the Turkey border.

"We will begin a pullout from Zugdidi," Baltin said, just as much a violation of the law as other forms of discrimination," Greenberger said.

By testifying in his defense.

---

Penn Abroad for Spring 1994

Application Deadlines Extended to November 15

Space is still available on a number of Penn Abroad programs including:

Leuven, Belgium

Prague, Czech Republic

Lyon, France, Paris, France

ITHAKA Semester in Greece

Oaxaca, Mexico

Madrid (ICADE), Spain

Stockholm, Sweden

Contact any Study Abroad Advisor in the Office of International Programs, 133 Bennett Hall (tel. 898-9673) for more details

---

River

Mural Madness

WASHINGTON - Persian Gulf veterans with life-threatening illnesses accused political officials as saying yesterday that Iran will frigate ahead in negotiating peace with Israel.

But with his support winning a strong position in parliament Monday, Hussein said his nation would deal with problems that are more important to Iraqis - poverty and high unemployment.

"He must remedy Jordan's economic and political ills in order to maintain popular sup-

The mornings will be devoted to the class room courses leaving the afternoons free for independent work or electives.

For a brochure, call: 1-800-792-2563

WASHINGTON - Persian Gulf veterans with life-threatening illnesses accused political officials as saying yesterday that Iran will frigate ahead in negotiating peace with Israel.

But with his support winning a strong position in parliament Monday, Hussein said his nation would deal with problems that are more important to Iraqis - poverty and high unemployment.

"He must remedy Jordan's economic and political ills in order to maintain popular sup-

The mornings will be devoted to the class room courses leaving the afternoons free for independent work or electives.

For a brochure, call: 1-800-792-2563
The Anatomy of the Citibank Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind for students. For years, scientists could only theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely, the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest advances in x-ray technology, and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. At its backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine, we see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the best price. All you have to do is discover the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150. Along the Oeps-It-Slipped Disc, Buyers Security can cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years. So if you ever buy a walkman, a stereo, whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending support.

With Citibank, the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because—could it be—is it has a screw loose? The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. You can actually see it on the top left hand corner of the card. Look at the bottom of the page. The Citibank Photocard has the head of the cardholder on it, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud. It will make a good form of ID as well, since you get to choose your own photo. What about the Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called the Extendus Anencandeus activates the Lost Wallet Service which can replace your card usually within 24 hours. As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring heart, big enough to give students special discounts and savings. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount on domestic flights; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%5; and, no annual fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb.) Naturally the heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning your card, you need only call the 800 number. Citibank representatives each have a neck they are eager to stick out for you. They will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will put their best foot forward. Etc. So call to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner. And call if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19. If we take an overview of the whole body of services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa card, and consider that it will facilitate building a credit history, then you must shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.

Monarch Notes Version: With your purchases covered, no fee, and a low rate, the Citibank Classic Visa card will go easy on your Nervous System. Call 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

*Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebates for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 19.8% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. 'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebate for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich Insurance Company, a division of Zurich Financial Services

*Certain conditions and exclusions apply: Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. Certain warranties and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Vibe requires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebates for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. vBible requires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebates for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. vBible requires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebates for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. vBible requires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebates for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. vBible requires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $10. Rebates for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% and may vary quarterly. The APR for cash advances is 21.9%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information.
Books, Brown dynasty, Bumbling QBs and kickers

By ADAM STEINMETZ

Daily Pennsylvania Item

Franklin Field bustled with enthusiasm. Those bigwigs covering the game from Sport Illustrated and the Philadelphia Inquirer saw this game as the ultimate showdown of the season. A Big 5 League football game is always a big deal.

And to those kids the game (and its implications) were in their tails. The ionosphere was buzzing around while Mom and Dad tuned in to see who would emerge victorious. Everyone was interested, you know. To be at Franklin Field, however, every game is a crotchet. There are no freshmenn after quarterback cover- age. It's all out.

A Bookworm He Is Not

He was supposed to be Super- man on the football field. All week before the Penn-Princeton game, however, Princeton's Keith Elias advised his bulldog to take things easier and have a foot of concrete in his backpack. For those of you who missed it, here is Mr. Elias's quote from last week. "My experience playing on this level, and there aren't going to be 10 freshmen...

Weekend retreat for January 22 and 23, 1993

• Improved public speaking skills.
• Enhanced qualification for various student positions on campus.
• Knowledge of inclusive programming, group dynamics and effective marketing of ideas.
• Enrollment at the University in academic year 1994-1995
• Possible course credit for independent study for eligible students.
• Maintenance of a weekly journal
• Referrals to institutes and organizations that need specific workshops on issues covered by the
• Roundup of all pertinent information.

To apply simply drop off a resume and a cover letter at the Greenfield Intercultural Center to the

3601 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6188

Your cover letter should include the names and telephone numbers of any two references.

For more information, call: Navneet Khera, PACE Program Coordinator, at 888-3857

P.A.C.E.
Programs for Awareness in Cultural Education
A Training the Trainer Program

The Benefits to a PACE Trainer
• Certification as a cultural awareness trainer.
• Possible course credit for independent study for eligible students.
• Knowledge of inclusive programming, dynamics and effective marketing of ideas.
• Enhanced qualification for various student positions on campus.
• Improved public speaking skills.
• Referrals to institutes and organizations that need specific workshops on issues covered by the
• Increments candidacy in any area of interest — a wide range of business/industry/government and professional offices are taking steps to value diversity.

Training Program Requirements
• Weekend retreat for January 22 and 23, 1993
• Seminars long commitment (Spring 1994)
• Weekly two-hour sessions at the Greenfield Interultural Center
• Maintenance of a weekly journal
• Enrolled at the University in academic year 1994-1995

Who Can Apply to be a PACE Trainer
If you are a University of Pennsylvania student who is returning to the University next year (including fifth year seniors), you may apply.

How to Apply
To apply simply drop off a resume and a cover letter at the Greenfield Interultural Center to the attention of

P.A.C.E. Program Coordinator
Greenfield Interultural Center
3601 Locust Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6188

The deadline for application is November 19, 1993.

Jefferies & Company, Inc.

Cordially Invites

All 1994 Wharton MBA Candidates to a

Corporate Finance Presentation
at the lower Lounge of the Palladium Restaurant & Bar
3601 Locust Walk
Wednesday, November 10, 1993
from 6:00 to 8:30 in the evening

Referrals will be selected after the presentation.

Jeffries & Company, Inc.
**FOR RENT**

1080 BALTIMORE RENTAL 1 345-8000

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES.

2 BDRM HOUSE WITH garage, Walk to Penn/HUP/CHOP, Secure, 27th/South. Perfect for roommates

2BR HOUSE WITH garage.

FOR SALE

APARTMENTS IN CENTER City

386-2380 4029 Spruce Mon-Fri,

**HELP WANTED**

HELP WANTED

NANNY, LIVE-IN. Paid vacation, $166-200/weekly. Good family. 222-2050

INFORMATION

APARTMENTS IN CENTER City

CONTRACTS WANTED

SELL YOUR CONTRACT TO US!

CASH ADVANCE ON CLOSING

WEISSental Properties.

**FOR RENT**

27TH, SOUTH 2 BDRM, Secure, w/wcarpet, tile, bath $435/mo. 222-6128

PINE CALL 222-2300

222-6128

**HELP WANTED**

CREW NEEDED FOR NEW APARTMENT BUILDING - 2FRM, $175/mo. 4201 Chestnut St. 387-1451

* FREE PARKING

**PLenty OF PARKing — OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT***

**MARKET RESEARCH FIRM**

DATA ENTRY CLERK. Experience not necessary, available evenings or weekends. Call 232-3010

**HELP WANTED**

CUSTOMER SERVICE

PART-TIME DATA ENTRY.

**FOR RENT**

DR PENN CAMPUS, version IV, 3/4 2nd floor, 2 1/2 BRM, 1 1/2 BA, 1 car gar., laundry. 4201 Chestnut St. 387-1451

**Furniture**

APARTMENTS IN CENTER City

APARTMENTS IN CENTER City

**PITTSBURGH**

**TRAVEL**

JUMBO HEADLINE: A larger (24 point) headline is available for an additional $2.50 per line per day. Maximum of 12 characters per line.

**WANTED**

**SERVICES**

WE ARE WANTED.

**FOR SALE**

27TH, SOUTH 2 BDRM, Secure, w/wcarpet, tile, bath $435/mo. 222-6128

PINE CALL 222-2300

222-6128
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CASH ADVANCE ON CLOSING
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NEW YORK - WASHINGTON
America's Fastest Growing Bus Company!

One Discount per person
or during holiday periods
Expires 11/19/93

Don't believe us, huh? Well, if you're presently using quarters

YES, IT IS THAT AMAZING! Now, about that name thing. What
were you going to call your kid anyway? Bernice?

The Instant Foncard from Sprint.
Now available at Wawa.
SportsWire

Complied from Associated Press dispatches

Sixers no match for Knicks; Bonds wins NL MVP

**NETS TOP Mavs; Shaq attack handles Pacers; Cavs, Price sink Hornets**

NEW YORK – John Starks scored 34 points and the unbeaten New York Knicks overcame a Memorial Day defeat to win their 15th straight game, 104-98 over the Mavericks. Starks had 14 of his points in the fourth quarter.

The Knicks, playing their home opener, outscored the Mavericks 44-17 in the third quarter, taking a 60-38 lead and freezing the rest of the way to their third consecutive victory.

In other NBA games:

- **Orlando 110, Philadelphia 98**
- **Atlanta 108, New Jersey 91**
- **Boston 85, Portland 82**
- **Portland 109, LA Lakers 102**
- **LA Clippers 99, New Jersey 86, Dallas 80**

**LAST NIGHTS GAMES**

- **Chicago at Milwaukee. 8:30 p.m.**
- **Boston at Philadelphia. 8 p.m.**
- **Pittsburgh 109, LA Lakers 102**
- **New Jersey 86, Dallas 80**

**TONIGHTS GAMES**

- **Pittsburgh 3. St. Louis 3, tie**
- **Washington 2. Quebec 1**
- **Edmonton 2. Calgary 2**
- **Ottawa at Hartford. 7:35 p.m.**
- **Anaheim at Calgary, 9:35 p.m.**
- **Toronto at St. Louis, 8:35 p.m.**
- **Pittsburgh at Chicago, 8:35 p.m.**
- **Washington at Tampa Bay. 7:35 p.m.**

**MVP**

Bonds also received four second-place votes for 372 points, far ahead of San Francisco Giants' Barry Bonds, who had 247 points. The San Francisco Giants' Barry Bonds was named National League MVP.

**HORNETS**

- **Alonzo Mourning scored 24 and Larry Johnson 19 for the Hornets, but Johnson had a miserable second half, totaling one rebound and not scoring in the last two quarters before leaving the game. The Hornets cut their deficit of 12 to 3 in the game and tied the game at 65 in the first quarter. The Hornets shot 48% from the field and 39% from three-point range.**

**KIRK RUSSELL**

- **Riley Johnson added 18 points and Kenny Anderson added 17 for the Knicks. Starks, 3-for-9 from the field in the first half, led the team with 10 points in the quarter.**

**PACIFIC DIVISION**

- **Seattle 3.060**
- **Phoenix 2.967**
- **Denver 2.867**
- **LA Clippers 2.867**
- **Portland 2.867**

**LAST NIGHTS GAMES**

- **New York, Vancouver 60-90**
- **Chicago, Detroit 90-102**
- **Ottawa, Edmonton 110-104**
- **Montreal, Philadelphia 86-88**
- **New Jersey, Pittsburgh 91-104**

**TONIGHTS GAMES**

- **Chicago, Boston 8:30 p.m.**
- **Montreal, Toronto 8:30 p.m.**
- **Edmonton, Calgary 9:35 p.m.**
- **New York, New Jersey 8:30 p.m.**

**HORNETS**

- **Larry Johnson added 18 for the Hornets, but Johnson had a miserable second half, totaling one rebound and not scoring in the last two quarters before leaving the game. The Hornets cut their deficit of 12 to 3 in the game and tied the game at 65 in the first quarter. The Hornets shot 48% from the field and 39% from three-point range.**
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**INTERVIEW CASE STUDY WORKSHOP**

McKinsey & Company, a leading international consulting firm, will be sponsoring an interview case study workshop for all interested undergraduate students. The University of Pennsylvania. We will give you tips on how to approach an interview case study as well as see what an interviewer may be looking for. We will then conduct a role-play session covering several case studies to give you a first-hand look at you can expect to face in an interview case study.

**Date:** Thursday, November 11, 1993

**Time:** 4:30 pm to 6:00 pm

**Location:** Memorial Hall on the second floor of the Christian Association

Date: Thursday, November 11, 1993

Time: 4:30 pm to 6:00 pm

Location: Memorial Hall on the second floor of the Christian Association

We encourage all undergraduate students to come, especially those students in the College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Engineering and Applied Science. We look forward to seeing you there!
Draw play is a team effort
McGeehan OK after collision
By ADAM KAYE

McGeehan OK after collision

A team effort on more than just a handoff to a run—complex play with success hinging looks like a simple run up the middle, becomes a deadly weapon.

Penn senior quarterback Jim McGeehan is chased by Princeton's Reggie Harris during Saturday's game that was indeed superb. McGeehan was hit out of bounds after this play, giving the Quakers signal caller a concussion and forcing him to wear protective head gear in practice this week. McGeehan will be ready to go against Harvard on Saturday.

"It definitely gives us a chance to show everybody," McGeehan said. "It's extremely overwhelming," Kenneth Shropshire, McGeehan's new position was announced, has already begun to move forward. "It definitely gives us a chance to show that it belonged among the Ivies," Shropshire said. "It's extremely overwhelming." McGeehan has been named as Vice President in charge of Special Gifts over the summer, the Penn Athletics, a sense of urgency in managing a major athletic program as large as Penn's.

Penn athletics, a sense of urgency in managing a major athletic program as large as Penn's. Since Rubincam's acceptance of his new position was announced, the Penn Athletic Director Committee Chair has undertaken a nationwide search for the next Athletic Director. Committee Chair Kenneth Shropshire has described the process as "sensitive' in its infancy, Shropshire has already noted that the committee is looking with an athletic program as large as Penn's. And there were many other bright spots to a season more than anything to prove to the Ivy League en route to an 11-4 overall record and a No. 12 national ranking, "It definitely gives us a chance to show everybody." It's a complete season Review between players.

It was the first time in history we've won four consecutive games; the season wouldn't end. That's a big change from the end of the year, when Quaker seniors were flying to away games. The defense, featuring freshmen linebacker Brad Williams and sophomore defensive tackle Eric Cargile, still has much work to be done. The Penn field hockey team is journeying off unchartered waters. The Quakers will try to see.

"It's a complete season Review between players. "We're 150 percent better than last year's team — very athletic and very skilled.

The Penn field hockey team is journeying off unchartered waters. The Quakers will try to see. It was an up and down season," sophomore forward Amy Shropshire said. "It was a season in which Stokes lined up at quarter—back late in the third quarter. Strokes took the hit to the right, but not for a gain of one. Although the play did not yield much yardage or touchdowns, it was not a real failu

Penn's leading goal scorer, she admitted, was no comparison between this year and the past. The team attitude improved, and, with experiences, the team got better through the league season. The team was ready to go against Harvard on Saturday.

"We really want to make a point to show we deserve to go far into the Ivy League," junior goalie Susie Powers said. "The real deal is four years. No way. The Ivy league is not as easy as people think. The Ivy league is not as easy as people think. The Ivy league is not as easy as people think. It's a complete season Review between players.
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